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Letter from the Chair
It has been an incredible year. Students,
faculty and staf have been extraordinary
in their eforts during the pandemic.
I truly never imagined I’d be taking over
as department chairperson at such a
time; yet, I could not be more proud of
how we have risen to the challenges we’ve
faced together. Afer the unexpected switch to remote learning in
the Spring, faculty trained and prepared to create the best possible
experience for students in the remote environment. While in-person feld trips could no longer be undertaken, faculty invited an
unprecedented number of guest speakers into their virtual classrooms. Some faculty experimented with fipped classrooms and
engaged with online tools like Padlet that will continue to inform
their teaching upon our return to the classroom in the Fall.
Faculty also continued to diversify and expand our course
oferings, creating 5 new courses including HA 233: Contemporary Global Fashion; HA 237: Global Fashion: Ancient Origins to
Modern Styles; HA 239: History of African Textiles and Fashion;
HA 240: Modern and Contemporary Korean Art; HA 309: History
of Business in the Visual Arts: 1800-2000 (Honors). Work was also
done to revise and refocus existing curriculum. All our courses
and especially Western surveys should question, for instance, how
images support or resist dominant power structures, including as
they relate to race, gender, sexuality, and violence. Our department
has always prioritized how visual culture relates to history and
its contexts, so we have powerful opportunities in our courses to
think about the historical framework behind the racism, discrimination, and violence that deeply pervade society. We will continue
to create curricula that engage students with all kinds of voices in

art and history, particularly ones that have been unheard, underrepresented, or suppressed.
Faculty continued scholarly activities and conference
participations—albeit virtually, with many talks directly addressing the unprecedented efects of the pandemic on teaching and
learning. While the department’s digital humanities projects like
the Fashion History Timeline, Bamboo Canvas and the Archaic
Bannerstone Project are ongoing, an exciting, new $183,750 grant
from the Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR)
will allow Professor Natalie Nudell, in collaboration with FIT’s
Special Collections and College Archives (SPARC), to digitize the
print run of Ruth Finley’s Fashion Calendar. Students in the Art
History and Museum Professions (AHMP) major program undertook new virtual collaborations with the Museum at FIT, and the
Art on the Ground talk series organized by AHMP student Shameekia Johnson successfully shifed online. Professor Alex Nagel
became Chair of the major and worked tirelessly with students to
adapt to the challenges of this COVID academic year. All teaching and other activities in this unprecedented time were aided by
the essential work of Carmen Valerio, our Department Coordinator, in addition to the heroic support of Molly Schoen, our Visual
Resources Curator, and Department Technologist Nanja Andriananjason.
I am honored to represent the department, which is
rightly celebrated for its excellence in teaching, scholarship and
service. I wish you all the best and look forward to a return to
campus and to the classroom in 2021-22!
Assistant Professor Justine De Young
Chairperson, History of Art Department

Visit us online at ftnyc.edu/history-of-art
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Student Artworks
Composure. Curator’s Statement.
Te year-long pandemic triggered societal closures and quarantined artists within their residences. Artists positioned themselves in a meditative state, ofen revisiting traumas, expressing
desires, and examining subconsciousnesses, utilizing all the
tools at their supposed studios. Jenna observed her bedroom in
the multi-perspective collage to solidify her living experience
in New York. In Moving Across the Stars, James manifested his
yearning for connection in a painting about his dream. While
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Yiming found solace in using art as a tool to heal from a long
trauma from child molestation, Kayla caged her “raw feelings”
in her sculpture in an attempt to represent the unbreakable
cycle of domestic violence survivors. For Pear, Eva rehashed her
handmade paper from 2019, created an automatic drawing, and
intuitively sewed the papers together to create a new form: a diptych of drawings. Although quarantine limited the artists from
resources and connections, they found composure in crafing art
while mirroring their unique experiences. – John Paul Jang
Art History Insider thanks John Paul Jang (’22) for curating the
artworks seen throughout this issue, all created by FIT students in
the past academic year.

News from the AHMP Program
Alex Nagel

Tese are extraordinary times: many of us mourn with those who
have lost loved ones and friends in recent months. We also stand
united with those who condemn violence and attacks against
democracy. Te Art History and Museum Professions program
continues to highlight diversity in arts and education, showcasing
creative thinking and talent. I thank Professor Rachel Baum for her
extraordinary leadership in recent years. As I took over her role in
October 2020, I was impressed by everything already achieved. In
the 2020-21 academic year, our AHMP students organized virtual
events with inspiring guest speakers, won paid internship positions, and presented at conferences. Te 2020-2021 academic year
was one like no other, yet despite the challenges of the pandemic,
AHMP students created engaging conversations that sparked new
ideas and questions.
Te conversation series Art on
the Ground, developed by Shameekia Johnson (‘21) continued
monthly with amazing guests
including Salome Asega, Naima
Green, Ariana Faye Allensworth,
Annika Hansteen-Izora, Lia Gangitano, Chela Mitchell, Duneska
Michel, and Jaszalyn McNeil. A
new virtual Globally Connected
@ FIT series, developed with Helen Gaudette of the FIT Ofce of
International Programs in the summer of 2020, featured a great
number of AHMP alumni and students. Angelica Pomar (‘21)
organized a panel discussion with Arts Advocator and Curator Eva
Mayhabal Davis. AHMP alumnus Darnell-Jamal Lisby (see page 4)
spoke on “Creating Fashion History Content During a Pandemic.”
Katie Prior (’22) interviewed Roberta Smith, Co-chief Art Critic
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at Te New York Times. In other events for the series, Professor
Nagel spoke with artists in Greece, Iran, and Italy. In November,
Shameekia Johnson and Angelica Pomar hosted the virtual event
“Rooted in Wellness, Healing in Fashion” with the Museum of Art
and Design. In 2021, Shameekia became a Public Programs and
Community Engagement intern at Te Studio Museum in Harlem.
In February, Katie Prior (’22) presented at the College Art Association (CAA) Conference, and in April, both Paige Johnston (’21)
and Lauren Simmons (’21) presented at the annual SUNY New
Paltz Undergraduate Art History Symposium. In April of this year,
Angelica Pomar organized a two-panel conversation on inclusivity in art education. Supported by the Dean of Liberal Arts at
FIT, Angelica interviewed Teresa Sotto, Associate Director of
Academic Programs at the Hammer Museum; Veronica Alvarez,
Director of the CAP program at CalArts, and Carli Beseau, Executive Director of Exhibits and Programs at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
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News from the AHMP Program
continued from page 2
Troughout the academic year, our courses featured leading professionals including Smithsonian Institution curators Rhea Combs,
Tsione Michael-Wolde, Ellen Lupton. We met (virtually) with
Isolde Brielmaier; Metropolitan Museum of Art curators Stephen
Pinson, Kelly Baum and Randall Grifey; artists Skawenatti and Tia
Simone Gardner; Rupa Katrib of the MoMA PS1, Museum at FIT
Director Valerie Steele, and many others.
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the Nile, Euphrates, and Tigris,” this time in a collaboration with
the Textile Society of America. We commend all our students, faculty, alumni, and our network of colleagues who helped make an
otherwise challenging year fourish—even in a remote setting! ■

In September 2020, Jennifer Babcock and Alex Nagel collaborated
with the American Research Center in Egypt’s New York Chapter
on “Repositioning Egyptologies,” an event which featured a discussion on the presentation of North African art in museums in the
U.S. In May 2021, they organized “Early Fashion and Textiles by

Calendar Girl
Written and produced by Natalie Nudell, the new documentary Calendar Girl is making the
rounds at the flm festival circuit: from DOC NYC to the Miami Jewish Film Festival, the Salem
Film Fest to the Global Cinema Film Festival of Boston.
Ruth Finley, a pocket-sized woman of immense determination, has been the queen of the fashion
industry since the 1930s. As a young mother, Ruth created the iconic pink Fashion Calendar,
a publication that continues to organize and marshal American fashion today.
Featuring Bill Cunningham, Carolina Herrera, Nicole Miller, Diane von Furstenberg, and more,
this joyous profle is a love letter to fashion and the extraordinary life of one remarkable woman.
page 3
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Blackness, Beauty, and Beyoncé:
The Journey of Bourgeoning Fashion Curator
Darnell-Jamal Lisby (AHMP ‘16; MA, Fashion and Textile Studies)

topics when the opportunities presented themselves in class projWhen I was graduating
ects and written assignments. Troughout this period, internships
from the Art History and
Museum Professions Pro- were essential. Tey were important not only because they provided the necessary curatorial and collection management experigram at FIT in 2016, our
teacher, the profound Pro- ence I needed, they also established relationships with a network of
fessor Anna Blume, asked individuals I can call my closest peers worldwide.
us to begin writing our
Winning the George T. Dorsch Award was also a great beneft
graduating thesis. I saw
to adding to my network. Tat brings another point. Tere were
that this was an opporthings in my life that I applied to multiple times, knowing in my
tunity for me to seek out
heart that those opportunities would be mine one day, giving me
a topic that touched my
the motivation to keep trying until I earned them, including the
soul. I found that even
Dorsch Award that I applied for two times before winning in 2018.
though many of my peers
I applied for the paid internship program at the Met Museum to
saw the program's curricbe a curatorial intern for the Costume Institute fve times before
ulums as very linear,
fnally being accepted into the internship program in 2017 to help
I saw it as an opportunity
with research for the exhibition Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the
to explore subjects that
Catholic Imagination. Tere are still things I am always pushing for
I enjoyed based on the task at hand, bending the rules and critein my career that continue to have doors closed on them, but
ria a bit. Because I was minoring in fashion studies as I prepared
I know in my heart, they will materialize. I never allow the word
to enter the Fashion and Textiles Master's program the following
“no” to diminish my resolve.
semester, I wanted to pick a topic that I could continue to build
on in the future. For the assignment, I discussed the historical and
Moreover, through the lenses of understanding Beyoncé's onstage
sociological impact of Beyoncé Knowles Carter’s 2016 Superbowl
costumes and fashions, all the points of references from her homperformance of “Formation” and the accompanying music video
ages to Josephine Baker through the banana skirt replications, or
that came out the same day. With the constant injustices happenher subversion of la pietà to reference motherhood, it opened my
ing to the Black Community that were publicized on social media
along with the political turmoil heating up with the 2016 primaries eyes to the entire world of Black ingenuity in fashion that led me to
coming around, I thought it important to discuss this performance. the route that I am currently on today.
I became entrenched with analyzing the Black Panther Party-inEducating and informing myself on every unique contribution by
spired costumes and the iconic New Orleans vibe of the video
fused with odes to Black culture. When I transitioned into the M.A. Black creatives and culture I could fnd and being able to contextualize them within the history of fashion—as we have for many
program, I immediately knew that my thesis was, which was evenEurocentric fgures—became the basis of my work. I was detertually entitled Dressing Queen B: Beyoncé's Onstage Costumes and
mined to fnd a more dynamic way to vocalize my research. On
Fashions.
one hand, I started the Fashion Victims Podcast to do this. On the
other, even though the world has fooded Instagram with content,
Before writing my M.A. thesis, I desired to formulate a path that
I also felt motivated to transfer my ongoing research on the platwould help me become the fashion curator I wanted to be. I was
form in a way that was my unique signature. I began uploading
hesitant to choose a focus because I love the entire history of fashdiary-like Instagram posts and series celebrating various topics to
ion, from trunk hoses of the sixteenth-century to Alaïa's masterful
show my range of knowledge, from styles exuding from protests
collections of the contemporary era. Furthermore, I realized that
to the decadent designs by unsung heroes like Zelda Wynn Valdes
I wanted to use my time in the program to explore the impact of
and Stephen Burrows, to celebrating the ascensions of fgures like
Blackness on fashion history from an art-historical perspective.
Zendaya. Reforming my Instagram into my virtual resume paved
Once I was set on using my assignments to create a focused directhe way for me to be featured as a source for many publications
tion for the career I wanted, it was seamless going through the
and gave me the chance to write articles for academic audiences
program, learning the skills that I could apply to desired research
page 4
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Blackness, Beauty, and Beyoncé: Te Journey of Bourgeoning
Fashion Curator
continued from page 4
and popular culture alike. Writing for publications like Teen Vogue,
Cultured Magazine, iD-Vice, and online research centers like the
Fashion and Race Database (founded by my friend and mentor,
the legendary Kimberly Jenkins) led to even more excellent opportunities that I continue to experience today. Jenkins is a part of a
large group of people I could not have achieved half of what I did
at this age if it were not for them, and many others also believed in
me when I interned or worked with them.
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one of the proudest accomplishments I have yet experienced. Te
journey is still unfolding. Some people tell me, “you made it,” but
I believe this is only the beginning, which I hope that my path may
provide a source of inspiration to those who genuinely want to
follow a similar career during these troubled times. Who knew, all
this could divulge from researching Beyoncé. Tanks Mrs. Carter. ■

Looking at purely curatorial work, it is the most difcult to navigate because there are very few positions; thus, I do not have the
luxury to refuse any opportunity, large or small. I remember Academy Award winner Ruth Carter asked me to help set up a pop-up
exhibition celebrating her life. Even though it was only going to
be up for a day, I knew that it would pay of in the future. Approximately two months later, Alexandra Cunningham Cameron, Curator of Contemporary Design at the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian
Design Museum, asked me to help her curate an exhibition about
African American designer Willi Donnell Smith. It was an opportunity that I could amass all the skills I had learned over the years,
like the organizational skills Colleen Hill perfected in my work,
the development of research from Mellissa Huber at the Met, or
Professor Lourdes Font’s guidance during my undergrad and graduate years, along with the collection management skills I acquired
working in archives. Te Willi Smith: Street Couture exhibition is

I minored in Art History because…
Although technically noted as emphasized attention to how heterogeneous social, economic,
and political backgrounds infuenced art. I was able to analyze
a “minor,” pursuing a minor
global art pieces from diferent historical periods and compreis not something trivial as the
hend the inseparable nature between fashion and art. In a siminame might imply. Outside
lar way, prominent designers ofen employ inspiration from art
of the primary chosen major,
such as paintings or architecture and consequently, present a
minors allow students to
explore diverse felds of study. fresh perspective on the human form. Te History of Art minor
not only enhances knowledge of art interpretation but also sugWhen utilized efectively, a
gests to employers of the applicant’s eagerness to learn.
minor can appear as the
cherry on top of resumes and
Joanne Shi
serve as the interdisciplinary
AAS, Fashion Design,Class of 2023
link joining the applicant’s
skills, principles, and interests.
Te History of Art minor, specifcally, focuses on the historical
and cultural context of art as well as art production. At a university that places a heavy emphasis on creativity, it is essential for
students to research the visual culture throughout history, with
page 5
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Alumni News
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Like us f ahmpFIT » Follow us l ahmp_ft » Visit the AHMP website
est while developing practical skill sets
such as academic writing, project management, and communication. It also helped
me build expertise in the art of East Asia
through relevant classes and language
training. I am especially indebted to the
faculty members who encouraged and supported me to have valuable experiences,
such as internship programs and research
projects during and afer the program.
Lina Shinhwa Koo
Class of 2016

While pursuing my undergraduate degree
in Photography at FIT, classes that excited
me the most were art history classes.
I enjoyed discussing, thinking, and writing
about artworks more than creating those.
In my junior year, I decided to change my
major to AHMP afer much consideration.
Since I graduated from FIT in 2016, I have
continued my career as an art historian
and curatorial professional, for which I feel
grateful.
My curatorial practice began with the
Assistant Curator position at DOOSAN
Gallery New York, a non-proft gallery for
contemporary Korean art. Afer that,
I worked as a Curatorial Assistant for
Korean Art at the Asian Art Museum of
San Francisco, participating in various
curatorial and publication projects for
traditional and contemporary Korean
art while gaining extensive object-based
research experiences. Tose professional
experiences motivated me to pursue further education in art history, so last year,
I started a master’s program at SOAS University of London in the UK.
I truly appreciated AHMP’s diverse coursework covering various topics, mediums,
regions, and periods in art history that
allowed me to expand my academic interpage 6

ful for the latter half of the frst-year MA
studies which included writing an exhibition proposal.
For my MA thesis, I chose to discuss the
provenance research and restitution claims
of Nazi-looted art from 1933-1945. Tis
thesis was a Digital Humanities project that
included both a written form and a personally created interactive website. Te Art and
Ethics class at FIT, was signifcant for the
development of my thesis concept and for a
seminar, Ethical Issues in Museums, that I
took at Columbia. Tere was a natural transition and connection to the museum studies, and the curatorial studies which both
focused a great deal on the viewer and visitor, that inspired me to create a digital thesis made available to the public.
Afer I graduated from Columbia in May
2020, I continued directly into law school
in D.C. for a JD focusing on art law, however despite a successful completion of my
frst semester, I have since decided to alter
paths and apply for a PhD in Europe in
continuation of my MA thesis.
Marina Rastorfer
Class of 2018

Afer graduating from FIT, I continued
my studies at Columbia University for a
master’s degree in Modern and Contemporary Art: Critical and Curatorial Studies (MODA). Within the two foundational
courses in the frst year of the MA, there
were numerous courses at FIT that helped
prepare me. Western Teories of Art had
introduced me to texts by authors including Donna Haraway, Erwin Panofsky,
Edward Said and Jean-François Lyotard,
that were among the theoretical literature
discussed in length in the foundational
critical colloquium at Columbia.
Additionally, courses like Museum Professions and Administration with the fnal
being a museum proposal, proved very use-

Last year in mid-July, well into the pandemic, I started an internship at Te Jewish
Museum. During my internship, I assisted
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Student Artworks
Right: James Moore (BFA Fine Arts ‘22)
Moving Across the Stars, 2021
38” x 30”, Acrylic on canvas
Left: Eva Castro (BFA Fine Arts ‘21)
Pear, 2020
Approx. 12” x 8”, Oil stick drawing on handmade paper

the education department with research
and documentation for various programs
at the museum. I was also a team member
of Te Jewish Museum’s (Virtual) Summer
Institute program. For this, museum educators designed a curriculum centered on
art museum studies for college students of
all academic backgrounds, including visual
artists, musicians, flmmakers, philosophers, historians, along with other emerging museum professionals. Each week
involved Zoom meetings with professionals from diferent departments of the Jewish Museum and other institutions, such as
Te Kitchen, Te Rubin Museum, Te Met,
along with independent artists and educators. Te classes also involved reading articles and art historical essays, where I reread
some old favorites, such as Linda Nochlin’s

“Why Have Tere Been No Great Women
Artists” (1971).
In September, I was hired to the entry-level
Visitor Experience Assistant position at the
Jewish Museum. At the time, the museum
had just reopened afer closing in March.
Te only people working inside the building
were front end and maintenance staf, with
most of the ofces still desolate. But I have
hope that museums will survive our current
crisis. Te fact that both long-time visitors
and newcomers are still attending museums
despite the pandemic is a great sign.
Te person who started their senior year at
FIT in Fall 2019, the person who held two
part-time jobs and an internship while taking fve classes, the person who (like many

884 Essays written
493 Authors contributing
42 Majors represented
26 Classes participating
6000 Visitors a day
5403 Sources in Zotero database

others) attended their graduation ceremony behind a screen, and the person who
managed to fnd an opportunity despite the
landscape of a pandemic and an economic
crisis, has at least not remained in one place
for too long. In all honesty, I still do not
know what I am doing. Sometimes I feel
like life is dragging me around like I am a
token in a board game. Nevertheless, I am
grateful to have been able to learn and grow
at FIT and to take what I have learned from
my time there as I navigate the museum
world. Each week, I spend two days at the
Jewish Museum, and the rest of my week I
work for a bank that decided to hire a recent
college graduate with an art history degree.
Rebecca Herrera
Class of 2020

ARCHAIC
BANNERSTONE
PROJECT
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Smarthistory in 2021
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Beth Harris and Steven Zucker

Smarthistory is a center for public art history and a radical collaborative practice that draws on the expertise of more than 500 art
historians, curators, and archeologists across the globe. In the past
year we’ve asked in what ways can Smarthistory mobilize to meet
the needs of students and their professors during this period of
crisis. We know Smarthistory is having a positive impact, our content received 57 million pageviews in 2020 from more than 150
countries, and Smarthistory has more than 200,000 YouTube subscribers (not far behind Te Met). Nevertheless, there are so many
critical issues—elevating the value of the discipline to society at
large, the failure of the discipline and its associated institutions to
be inclusive, and the need to decolonize our classrooms.
Te origins of
Smarthistory parallel,
in some ways, the shif
online that so many
instructors have grappled with this past year.
We started Smarthistory in 2005 when we
began to teach online
and chose not to hide
our resources behind
a password protected
learning management
system (such as Blackboard). We quickly
recognized that the
online format allowed us to bring multiple guest speakers into our
classes, and to open our classrooms to one another. But we also
recognized that the online environment was not ideal for replicating a lengthy in-class lecture. We now ofer more than 1,000 videos
and twice as many essays.
In the era of YouTube, unscripted conversations held in front of
the work of art itself have proved the ideal means to deliver both
depth and nuance. Conversation subtly communicates that art history is not monolithic, and it can capture aesthetic experience—
which, for many of us, is why we entered the feld in the frst place.
Taking photographs onsite, whether in a gallery or a hilltop ruin,
allows us to relocate the work in a world our students recognize
and overcome the dislocation created by the traditional isolated art
history image. Tanks to recent support from the Samuel H. Kress
Foundation, our Flickr account ofers more than 10,000 images for
non-commercial use in classes, for publications, or for other projects. Advances in photography over the past 10 years have made it
page 8

clear how problematic older photographs or scans of slides are for
both teaching and research.
At its best, teaching art history is the process of leading students to
discover not only the brilliant histories of art but also the relevance
of those histories to their own lived experience. As such, it could
not be more important, we think, to get them out of the classroom
and transport them, as best we can, to confront the art as directly
as possible—even when that art is across the globe. Tis is one of
the primary benefts digital technology can bring to our discipline.
For all of its misery, 2020 and 2021 have made the power of art evident to our students.
Te murders of George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor,
and others, the toppling of Silent Sam,
the murals painted on
shuttered storefronts,
avenues painted with
the words Black Lives
Matter, and rioters
taking selfes under
Trumbull’s canvases
in the capitol rotunda,
all put art at the top
of everyone’s social
media feeds, and has
set in sharp relief our
discipline’s addiction to the predominantly white, male Western
European canon. Having learned the history and patronage of confederate monuments outside the classroom, students have begun
to more forcefully ask, whose art is not included in our surveys?
Over the past few years we have signifcantly expanded our African, American, Asian, and Pacifc content though we still have
much more work to do. Dr. Lauren Kilroy-Ewbank, a Spanish
Americas specialist, is now Dean of Content and Strategy, and we
have re-committed ourselves to an inclusive, public art history—
one that actively seeks to include and amplify marginalized voices.
We recently created the Smarthistory Commons. Here, we have
begun ofering webinars designed to transform the survey class
with guest speakers ofering strategies for including works of art
that tell new stories of “global trade, cultural entanglements, colonization, itinerancy, empire, and gender and racial dynamics.”
(Expanding the Renaissance Initiative). Te Commons is also a
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SmartHistory in 2021
continued from page 8

place to fnd help with editing audio, taking beautiful photographs,
and making videos. Here we have resources related to teaching
including maps, glossaries, and quizzes.
In April 2020, when it became apparent that the pandemic was
causing museums and colleges to shutter and research
opportunities to evaporate,
we reached out to funders
and are now providing more
than seventy grants, one
thousand dollars each, to
early career art historians
directly impacted by COVID-19 in exchange for a short, accessible
essay in their area of expertise. Tis project broadened our community and expanded our breadth with essays that range from the
textiles of Dine weavers and sculptures of 16th-century Spain to
the paintings of Robert Colescott, bronzes of the Eastern Zhou,
and the graphics of Chicana/o and Latinx Los Angeles.
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cation. In the past year we have begun to partner with Spelman
College and other HBCUs that form the AUC Art Collaborative to
ofer internships to their art history students.
In an efort to ensure that the high school Advanced Placement
art history course can be ofered in districts that cannot aford to
purchase textbooks, Smarthistory Books has published the most
comprehensive and lavishly illustrated resources tied to this curriculum, a fve-volume set
titled Te 250: Smarthistory
Guide to the art of AP Art
History. Smarthistory Books
are not for sale; they are distributed by Smarthistory for
free.
Smarthistory is committed to building a discipline that generously
supports the specialized scholarship that has been central to art
history since its inception, but we also call for an art history that
brings this research to the wider public, making clear to all our discipline’s value and relevance, and ensuring that our classes remain
full and our departments grow. ■

We recognize that the lack of diversity among art historians is due
in part to access, a pipeline that privileges those with an elite edu-

Dr. Beth Harris

Dr. Steven Zucker
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Art History Moments 2020-2021
At the Frick Collection’s Center for the History of Collection, SAMUEL D. ALBERT
was a Leon Levy Senior Fellow from September 2020–May 2021. He received a Botstiber Foundation Travel Grant for Summer
2021 and served as Assistant Editor for the
Society of Architectural Historians book
series Buildings of the United States.
JENNIFER MIYUKI BABCOCK won a Fac-

ulty Research Award from the Pratt Institute in March 2021. She presented at the
virtual conference Gods and Humans in
Ancient Egypt: Current Research and Multidisciplinary Approach, hosted by the
Hyperion University of Bucharest, Romania, and published an article based on her
presentation. She gave two virtual talks for
the American Research Center in Egypt
and also organized several related events
together with Alexander Nagel. Finally,
her forthcoming book, Tree Climbing Hippos and Ennobled Mice: Animal Fables in
Ancient Egypt, is currently in press.
EVELINE BASEGGIO was an organizer and

speaker at an international conference held
at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice as well
as at the Annual Meeting of the Renaissance Society of America. She also gave two
webinars over the past year in partnership
with the Hermitage Museum Foundation,
Friends of FAI, and the National Arts Club.
Additionally, she was invited to speak at Wake
Forest University in Winston-Salem, NC.
CELIA J. BERGOFFEN

wrote two chapters in
Te Preliminary Report
on Excavations at Tel
Kabri, Vol. II, as well as
an article for All Tings
Cypriot: Studies on
Ancient Environment, Technology, and Society in Honor of Stuart Swiny. At the American Schools of Oriental Research Annual
Conference, she delivered two conference
papers. She also gave the talk “Excavatpage 10

ing Schnaderbeck’s Lager Cellar” for the
Archaeological Institute of America.
ANNA BLUME was invited to write a cata-

log essay for an exhibition on Native North
American Art at the Gilcrease Museum in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. She was granted an FIT
Academic Afairs Release Time for Research
Grant for her continued work on the study
of bannerstones and was also invited to
write on the topic for Smarthistory.

Department Chair JUSTINE DE YOUNG
was awarded a Faculty Development Grant
for Travel in February 2021. She was an
invited speaker for the Community College
Professors of Art and Art History panel at
the College Art Association Annual Conference in February 2021 as well as for the
FIT Ofce of Online Learning in April
2021. She had two other scheduled speaking engagements in June 2020, one at the
Costume Society of America Annual Meeting and the other at the Art Institute of Chicago, both canceled due to COVID-19. Her
publications include essays in Te Age of
Empire, 1800-1920 as well as in Inside Out:
the Prints of Mary Cassatt. She also continued her role as Editor-in-chief for the Fashion History Timeline.
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LOURDES FONT was
a podcast guest on An
Archivist’s Tale with
Karen Trivette, Director of FIT’s Special
Collections and College Archives (SPARC). Additionally, she
contributed to the article “Max Meyer: A
Hidden History” in the Spring 2021 issue of
HUE magazine.

Smarthistory founders BETH HARRIS and
STEVEN ZUCKER received grants from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, and the Alice L.
Walton Foundation. Teir talk “COVID19, Responding to Social Isolation Trough
Education and the Arts” was the keynote
address at the Aspen Institute Tech Policy
Hub in September, and they also presented
at Te Association for Art History’s Ways
of Seeing conference. At the College Art
Association Annual Conference in February 2021, Harris and Zucker organized the
session “Public Art History and Expertise
in the Age of COVID-19.” In response to
the pandemic, they created an emergency
fund to support more than seventy early
career art historians who were impacted
by the pandemic and provided opportunities to HBCU students who lost museum
internships. Smarthistory grew in many
ways, including a new Smarthistory Commons webinar series; 378 new videos and
essays in partnership with dozens of scholars and museums; as well as a collection
of open-access, high resolution images.
Smarthistory’s audience grew to 57 million
pageviews in 2020.

DAVID DROGIN gave the talk “Medieval

and Renaissance Bolognese Professors’
Tombs: Images of Authority” for the Medici
Archive Project in April 2021 and will present “Te Mirror and the Illicit Image: A
16th-Century Exemplar” at the forthcoming conference, Te Mirror in Teory and
Practice: New Perspectives on Old Questions.

BRONTË HEBDON reviewed Te Age of
Undress: Art, Fashion, and the Classical
Ideal by Amelia Rauser for Te Journal of
Dress History volume 5, issue 1.
ACE LEHNER wrote peer-reviewed arti-

cles and served as book editor for Self-Representation in an Expanded Field: From
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Self-Portraiture to Selfe, Contemporary Art
in the Social Media Age
(forthcoming). Additionally, they wrote a
peer-reviewed article,
“Performing Utopia in
Barbershop: Te Art of
Queer Failure,” for FERAL FABRIC issue 2.
Over the past academic year, they also gave
four invited talks at various events across
the country and served as Artist-in-Vacancy in Newburgh, NY.
KATHERINE JÁNSZKY MICHAELSEN

donated a collection of photographs, 60
hours of audio recordings, and interview
transcripts with Bauhaus artist Andor
Weininger (1899-1968) to the Bauhaus-Archiv / Museum für Gestaltung in Berlin.
She conducted the interviews with
Weininger from 1982–1984.
Assistant Chairperson
and coordinator of the
Art History and Museum
Professions major
ALEXANDER NAGEL

co-edited the book Cave
and Worship in Ancient
Greece: New Approaches
to Landscape and Ritual, for which he also
wrote two chapters. Additionally, he wrote
three other articles in various publications. He won an award from the German
Archaeological Institute for a project on
mapping illicitly traded antiquities from
Yemen. He delivered eleven conference
presentations over the past year, in virtual
events hosted by the American Research
Center (ARCE) in Egypt, the International Congress on the Archaeology of the
Ancient Near East, the International Conference of Mesopotamian Archaeology, the
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Oxford University’s Research Centre in the Humanities, the Chicago Fashion Lyceum, the
University of Balochistan-Sistan in Iran,
and more. In addition, he was an invited
guest speaker at six other virtual events,
from the Digital Classicist Seminar at

the Akademie of Science and FU Berlin,
Columbia University’s Ancient Near East
Seminar, the Archaeological Institute of
America’s Public Webinar Series Panel, etc.
At FIT, he organized the event series Globally Connected @ FIT as well as the virtual
discussion Repositioning Egyptologies in
collaboration with Jennifer Babcock and
the ARCE.
Calendar Girl, a new
documentary flm written and produced by
NATALIE NUDELL,
screened at flm festivals in New York City,
Miami, Salem, and Boston (see p.3), and she
participated in several panels about the
flm. Her related project, Te Ruth Finley Collection: Digitizing 70 Years of the
Fashion Calendar, was awarded signifcant funding by the Council of Library and
Information Resources’ Digitizing Hidden Collection Project; she also received
a Faculty Development Grant from FIT in
February. Additionally, Nudell was a panelist in FIT’s online symposium Art/Works,
part of the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) grant-funded project,
Teaching Business and Labor History to
Art and Design Students. She was also a
panelist and gave the presentation “Strictly
Visual: Fashion and Textile History Devoid
of Materiality Via Remote Learning” at the
CAA annual conference. Finally, she served
as a Founding Board Member of the Fashion Studies Alliance and as Associate Editor of the Fashion Studies Journal.
KYUNGHEE PYUN

published six peer-reviewed book chapters
and two peer-reviewed
journal articles in the
past academic year, in
addition to four encyclopedia entries written for the Berg Fashion Library. She continued work in three
ongoing digital humanities projects: Bamboo Canvas: Diverse Techniques in Asian
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Arts and Crafs; Business/Labor: Teaching Business and Labor History to Art and
Design Students; and Primary Sources in
Costume / Textile History and Design.
She chaired or organized four virtual sessions, including the annual conferences
of the Labor and Working-Class History
Association, the College Art Association,
the Mid-Atlantic Region of the Costume
Society of America, as well as the National
Conference on Race & Ethnicity in American Higher Education. Additionally, she
gave many public lectures and presented
papers at other virtual events, hosted by
institutions including the University of
British Columbia, the University of Southern Florida, Poster House, the Bard Graduate Center, and the Free University of
Berlin. Together with a team of colleagues,
she received a $150,000 NEH grant for the
project Shop Girls to Show Girls: Teaching
Resources on New York’s Working Class
for Community College Students. She also
was awarded a publication grant from the
Academy of Korean Studies for the project
Korean Dress History: Critical Perspectives
on Primary Sources.
SANDRA SKURVIDA published “Forces in

Formation: Text Works” in the exhibition
catalogue Shaping the Future: Environments
by Aleksandra Kasuba, about the Lituanian-American artist Alexsandra Kasuba
(1923-2019).
IRINA TARSIS wrote the articles “Moral
Rights of the Artist: a US Perspective” in
Art Law Review as well as “Helping Artists to Navigate Legal Waters” in Secrets of
Art. She also gave several lectures for the
Center for Art Law’s Lunch Talk series and
a webinar for the Responsible Art Market
Initiative.
RICHARD TURNBULL was scheduled to

deliver two lecture series, one on art and
culture of the South Pacifc, the other on
Mediterranean art and archaeology, for the
Crystal cruise line and Seabourn cruise
line, respectively; they were canceled due to
COVID-19. He participated in exhibitions
page 11
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Student Artworks
Top left: Yiming Huang (BFA Fine Arts ‘21)
The Maneater, 2021
27” x 21”, Acrylic on canvas with polyester fiberfill

Right: Jenna Inzetta (BFA Fine Arts ‘21)
Untitled, 2021
40” x 50”, Crayon collage

Bottom left: Kayla Houdek (BFA Fine Arts ‘22
Trapped, 2020
18” x 18” x 18”, Mixed Media (Aluminum, wire,
plaster, gauze, acrylic, and coffee)

at the A.P.E. Gallery in Northampton, MA;
the Augusta Savage Gallery at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, MA; and
at the Manhattan Graphics Center in New
York. He also published two artists’ books,
Our Very Educational Adventure and Vertical Systems with Furious Day Press.
ANDREW WEINSTEIN

published the peer-reviewed book chapter
“Baneful Medicine and
a Radical Bioethics in
Contemporary Art” in
Recognizing the Past in
the Present: New Studies
on Medicine Before, During and Afer the
Holocaust. He also gave the conference presentation “Staging Operation Barbarossa
with Toy Soldiers: David Levinthal’s Hitler
page 12

Moves East” at Western Galilee College.
AMY WERBEL wrote two peer-reviewed
essays: “Te Infuence of Art Censorship
on New York Collectors in the Gilded Age”
for the Journal of the History of Collections
and “John Haberle’s A Bachelor’s Drawer:
Censorship, Geologic Time, and Truth” for
the Metropolitan Museum Journal. Additionally, she wrote the blog post “Is Art
Censorship on Social Media Leading Us
to Tyranny?” for the Institute of Art and
Law and the article “How the Postal Service helped stamp identity on America” for
Teconversation.com. She delivered several lectures and panel talks throughout
the past year, including “Te Confederate
Flag in the Capitol and the Future of American Expression,” an Art at Noon talk at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

Her professional service included serving
as peer reviewer for multiple organizations,
jury member for the CAA Wyeth Publication Grant, and Book Review Editor for
Panorama: Journal of the Association of Historians of American Art.

Visit our Faculty and Staf Activities page
for more on ftnyc.edu/history-of-art
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I minored in Art History because…
I've seen art from diferent eras, geographic locations, and materials but realized that I needed to understand the historical
context to appreciate such artworks entirely. I decided to take
an art history minor to fll in this gap. I immersed myself with
related topics from the history of Renaissance art to contemporary, from East Asian art to Western costume. I later took more
major-related art history courses, including the history of advertising, graphic design, and typography.
With the knowledge gained from the art history minor, I began
to appreciate art not only as it is but also as it might be represented, reconfgured and made accessible or comprehensible.
And I apply the same mantra to the creative work I design and
direct daily.
I learned many skill sets from art history minors, such as virtual
literacy and analysis, public speaking, and adapting content for
diferent audiences. Tese skills benefted greatly from my work
ethic. For example, intercultural communication and research
skills emphasize the importance of understanding our target
audience's background, social status, and cultural infuence.
Doing thorough user research and interviews allowed us to
approach every advertising strategy from users' needs and wants
instead of our bias.

My aim is to raise awareness needed to embrace various cultures,
solve problems and create a better experience for the audiences
Nijia Cui
BFA, Advertising and Digital Design, Creative Technology,
Class of 2018
Wunderman Tompson, Junior Art Director, 2018-2022
New York University, MS, Integrated Digital Media in Human
Computer Interaction Concentration, Class of 2022

Meet your new library liaison
Hello! My name is Lana Bittman,

Some of my favorite art history books are Seeing Trough Clothes

and I joined the FIT Library in 2008.

by Anne Hollander and Ways of Seeing by John Berger.

I oversee the Periodicals and Elec-

I enjoy reading Cabinet magazine, and happily spend hours on

tronic Resource Services (PERS)

the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Heilbrunn Timeline of Art

unit, supervising all aspects of public History.
and technical services for electronic
resources, print serials, and fashion

I look forward to working with the History of Art Department to

and trend forecast collections.

provide support and assistance for all library needs. I also serve

I have an MLIS (Master of Library

as a library liaison to the following areas on campus: Interior

and Information Science) from

Design, Jewelry, and Photography.

Rutgers University, an MA in Fashion and Textile Studies:
History, Teory, Museum Practice from FIT, and a BA in English

Please reach out: lana_bittman@ftnyc.edu.

literature from Washington University in St. Louis. Prior to FIT,
I worked as a librarian at the Whitney Museum of American Art
and at the City University of New York.
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Visual Resources News
Te Visual Resources unit serves the image, technology, and
research needs of the History of Art Department. Tey fnd,
describe, and digitize images, text, and video needed by faculty
for teaching and research. Tese images are hosted on FITDIL,
FIT’s Digital Image Library, and represent all major time periods,
cultures, media, and geographic regions in the art history canon.
Some highlights from the past year:
Visual Resources Technologist Nanja Andriananjason and Curator
Molly Schoen participated in the planning and development of the

Visit the Visual Resources page
NEH grant-funded project, Teaching Business and Labor History to
Art and Design Students with Professors Kyunghee Pyun
(History of Art) and Dan Levinson Wilk (Social Sciences).
Schoen was elected Chair of the Visual Resources Association’s
Greater New York Chapter (VRA-GNY) for the year 2021, afer
serving as Vice Chair the previous year. She presented at the
College Art Association (CAA) 2021 Virtual Conference, in the
session “How a Pandemic-Inspired Crash Course in Online
Education Worked Out for the Arts,” which she also moderated.

The George T. Dorsch Awards
Te George T. Dorsch Awards in the History of Art Department were established with funds bequeathed to the department by one
of its founding members, George T. Dorsch. An esteemed member of the department and of the FIT community, where he taught
for 32 years, Professor Dorsch passed away in September 2000, leaving the farsighted and gracious legacy of an annual gif to support
faculty and student professional achievement.

Announcing the 2021 winners: this year’s recipient of the George T. Dorsch Endowed Scholarship (student) award is
Anthony Miller (AHMP ‘21). Te George T. Dorsch Endowed Fellowship (faculty) award goes to Professor Anne Monahan.

Many congratulations to Anthony and Anne!
For more information, visit the George T. Dorsch Awards page on our website.
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